
Player’s Guide

House Money is a side bet that makes the game of Blackjack 
even more exciting.  The House Money side bet pays a basic 
payout on the player’s 2-card starting hand, with an option to 
add these winnings to the original Blackjack bet.

House 
Money

The Aim of the Game

A player makes an optional wager to bet that their fi rst two cards dealt will be either, Ace-
King suited, a 2-Card Straight Flush, a Pair or a 2-Card Straight, before continuing with the 
casino’s standard Blackjack game. To further add excitement to the game, the player then 
has the option to ‘cap’ their main Blackjack bet with all or a portion of proceeds from the 
House Money side bet.

How to play

A player may place a House Money Bet on any box on which the player 
has placed a Blackjack wager, before any cards in the round of play are 
dealt. The House Money Bet must be within the limits of the minimum 
and maximum signage displayed on the table.

The House Money wager is based on the fi rst two cards dealt being 
either; an Ace-King suited, a 2-Card Straight Flush, a Pair or a 2-Card 
Straight.

When the initial two cards have been dealt, the dealer will remove all 
losing House Money Bets working from right to left and then pay any 
winning bets before any further cards are dealt. The dealer will ask 
the players if they want the proceeds (the win plus the original House 
Money bet) or a portion thereof given to them or to be added to the 
players Blackjack wager.

Once all House Money wagers have been settled the dealer will continue
the casinos standard Blackjack game.

If the player chooses to ‘cap’ his initial Blackjack wager by adding 
the winnings of the House Money side bet,  the entire amount of the 
wager must be matched when a player chooses to split or double hands.

Remember

The dealer is there to help you. Please do not hesitate to ask for assistance at any time. We sincerely hope you enjoy your experience when 
playing House Money at Sun International Casinos.

Other Players’ Guides

Games differ from casino to casino – please enquire which ones are available at your favourite casino! Guides for table’s rules are available 
at the specifi c tables and at the MVG Desk.

House Money Pay Table 

Hand Pays

Ace, King Suited 10

2-Card Straight 
Flush

5

Pair 3

2-Card Straight 1

  # of Decks in use 5

       Blackjack Pays 3 to 2

* The Original House Money wager IS also returned to the player.  

House Money

SUN INTERNATIONAL SUPPORTS RESPONSIBLE GAMBLING. GAMBLING 
FOR PERSONS 18 YEARS AND OLDER. WINNERS KNOW WHEN TO STOP. 
NATIONAL RESPONSIBLE GAMBLING TOLL-FREE COUNSELLING LINE 
0800 006 008. SUN INTERNATIONAL CASINOS ARE LICENSED CASINOS.


